RURBAN LIVING
Co creating Eco Habitats that Celebrate Living
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The Rurban Nest - A New Way Forward in
Nizamabad
Organo took up the challenge of developing
eco-habitats in harmony with nature. With the
idea of combining the benefits of urban and
rural, we created the ‘Rurban’ way of living.
Sustainability, biodiversity and harnessing
natural resources to establish a natural way
of living are the driving principles of Organo.

Sapthapatha, or ‘Seven strands of sustainable
living’, help us to mainly focus on sustainable
development in seven distinct areas such as
Safe Food, Fresh Air, Power Generation, Water
Conservation, Soil & Earth Health Improvement,
Eco-friendly Shelter, and Social Impact.

Making Eco-habitats Mainstream
Keeping in mind that the concerns of our While we were in the process of making
stakeholders were just as important as our Organo Naandi a ground reality in Hyderabad,
concerns for currently troubled environment, a group of successful doctors in Nizamabad
we created community development models were parllelly echoing our thoughts. They
that are built on the triple-bottom-line success set out on a search to collaborate with the
(Social, Environmental and Economic success). right people who were on the same path.
This model led us to create ‘Sapthapatha’, the
seven strands of sustainable development.
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It’s not design that their search led to us, it’s
proof that what the world needs today is more
people joining forces to build eco-communities
that embody a more responsible lifestyle. We
were more than happy to collaborate with this
group of doctors, to guide them on a journey to
establish sustainable community in Nizamabad.
And we believe that this is just the beginning.
We believe that the movement will gain
momentum - that people across the country
will realise, sooner or later, that we aspire to
lead a healthy life to leave a healthy planet for
our future generations. Countering the perils of
rapid urbanisation and going back to natural
practices is the only option we have to leave
behind a better world than the one we inherited.
The Rurban Nest in Nizamabad
After staying in a bustling city filled with smoke,
traffic, and pollution for years, the group of
doctors had decided to create an ecosystem
that produces food and shelter for the residents
without resource depletion. By adopting
accountable and inter-disciplinary measures,
they are successfully designing and building
a sustainable eco-habitat - the Rurban Nest.
Environmental sustainability is naturally a crucial
component of the Rurban Nest. They promote
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green living that helps to conserve energy and
also prevent air, water and noise pollution.
Rurban Nest exists solely to reinvent unique
experiences and provide residents with a life
of responsible comfort and luxury. Mentored
and designed by the Organo Team, the farm
community is built to foster quintessential
living right in the heart of the beautiful natural
farmlands of Nizamabad.
“We are excited to be a part of the Organo
initiative, and so, we collaborated with them to
co-create a healthy, sustainable eco-habitat.
With the kind of track record that Organo has
in creating organic living spaces, nobody could
have done a better job of creating our homes
and community!” - Rurban Nest Doctors.
Organo - Rurban Nest: The Beginning of an
Epic Journey
The ways of the universe are magical. Here’s
the experience of a group of Doctors from
Nizamabad:- A group of doctors who achieved
remarkable milestones in their respective fields.
They had arrived in the world of medicine with
sheer hard work and dedication. That’s when
they felt a strong calling to find a way to get back
to natural living in their quest for holistic health.
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Their search to find someone to collaborate with way of life. And as things progressed, we joined
to build a sustainable organic community led forces with the Doctors.
them to Organo Naandi in Hyderabad.
We are thrilled to mentor the Rurban Nest team
With a proven track record of having established and handhold the project members to lead them
a thriving community in Hyderabad (Organo to success. When our mission meets someone’s
Naandi) and in the process of building vision, and the philosophy is one, the outcome
another one in Chevella and having roads into is bound to meet with collective success.
Bangalore, Organo offered the precise solutions
the Nizamabad doctors were searching for. All of us believe that we can live better and more
One of Organo’s key missions is to help like- responsibly in our rurban eco-communities and
minded people and developers build eco- mainstreaming eco-habitats is one of our goals
habitats that make sustainable living a natural through our projects and mentorships.

How health is being woven into Rurban Nest
the vicinity. Desi cows were bred and protected
to maintain indigenous breeds and they were
the source of not only nutritious organic fresh
milk but also their excreta was used for natural
pesticides, manure and Ayurvedic medicinal
purposes. The dung was also used as cooking
fuel, thermal insulator for home exteriors and
insect repellents.
As time passed and rapid urbanization took its
toll, packaged milk became the preferred choice
which eventually led to pumping the cows with
hormones and unhealthy chemicals to increase
milk production. The consequence – growth
Amenities in a community or neighborhood are disorders for the young and serious health
important parts of the social infatuation. The hazards for all.
conveniences are the little details that make
your life comfortable & healthy, but also helps in At Organo, we pledged to bring back the
preserving nature and improving social bonding. healthy traditional practices in food production
to ensure overall wellbeing for all. As a part of
the endeavour, we have built Goshalas housing
Goshala - A tradition of faith
Not so long ago, every locality had a Goshala, that desi cows to ensure fresh natural milk for every
catered fresh natural milk to every household in household in the community. Additionally, the
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dung is used for biogas, which is a rich source
of methane and can be converted to renewable
energy as well. In the process, the ripple effect is
low-cost farming methods, saving farmers from
debt and creating employment for dairy farmers
in the vicinity. One cow is known to provide milk
for 4,10,440 people during her lifetime, manure
for up to 30 acres of land. No wonder, she is
called Gomatha!

many negative impacts. They play a bigger role
in global warming and acid rain pollution, which
negatively impacts many animals, plants, and
humans in the environment.

The best alternative is solar energy, which is a
renewable resource, meaning it will not become
unavailable. It provides an unlimited, steady
supply through time. Solar energy is also a
green source of energy because it does not
Organic & Witnessed Farming emit pollutants during the energy production
A decision for nature
process. There are solar thermal collectors that
Organic farming is a technique, which involves harness heat by absorbing the sun rays. By
cultivation of plants and rearing of animals in producing energy, we reduce our dependence
natural ways. This process involves the use of on the state grid.
biological materials, simply avoiding synthetic
substances to maintain, renew soil fertility and Bio-pool - Give yourself a new life
ecological balance thereby minimizing pollution Like the bio-pool in Organo Naandi, the bio pool
and wastage. Also, no other genetically modified at Rurban Nest will be a home for various aqua
organisms are permitted at field. Organic Farming plants. It will be a destination of various family
helps in many ways like it builds healthy soil, it events, children and adult retreats across the
helps in combating erosion, and encourages year. Apart from human events, biopool attracts
biodiversity. The produce from organic farming various spectres of bird types that visit and
is nutritious and improves well-being.
explore aquatic life such as snails, baby frogs,
fish and also have been used as a birdbath. The
Solar conservation - Go solar, save energy, water does not have chlorine and does not dry
help nature
out the skin after a long swim.
Traditionally, the world’s electrical needs have
been fulfilled by fossil fuels like oil, natural gas,
and coal. However, these energy sources have
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Water Demand Reduction during
Summer Months
Organo Naandi community members continue
to demonstrate the spirit of sustainability. And
this is what inspired us to continue building more
eco-habitats and create physical infrastructure
for families wanting to live more responsibly.

•
•

•
Below is short note on water consumption
during summer by the community members.
Members of Organo Naandi have taken up water
conservation during the severe summer months
of Hyderabad. Naandians are becoming more
mindful of water usage in their homes. They are
aiming to not use piped water for gardening,
car wash or other non-essential activities until
all the bore wells become operations during
monsoons. They are planning to circulate
weekly water usage report for awareness and
necessary action.

•

•
•

Instruct deep cleaning staff reduce the water
usage
Reduce WTP water pressure from 3.5 to
2.5 Bar. This is will reduce pressure during
showers.
Measure and publish household water
consumption a weekly basis
Request households not to use water for
non-essential uses like personal gardening,
car cleaning, etc
Instruct housekeeping staff about conserving
water
Allocate not more than 20k litres/day each
for gardening and farming

By starting with demand reduction in terms of
water, the community members will be able to
manage the harsh summer, until the monsoon
rains bring a welcome relief.

Until water table levels increase, the community
is planning to implement the following measures
to conserve water:
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Journey to Life.on.a.slow.track
by Prabha Damotharan, Naandian

We were living in the heart of the city before
moving to Organo Naandi. Almost 10 years of
city living as a family. Life in the city was fun too,
since we were part of a huge community there.
And the apparent city comforts, social life, and
accessibility to everything made it a cakewalk.
Moving to Organo Naandi wasn’t a planned
decision. I would like to recall it more like an
organic choice as we eventually decided to stay
here for longer. We had actually thought of living
here for one year, more like a testing period,
before making a choice to shift to Naandi. My
inhibitions made the idea of staying away from
the city and friends a bit challenging initially.
As I expected, there were some hurdles initially,
especially related to my kids’ school, their
extracurricular activities, shopping, emergency
transportation, and so on. But with passing days,
the hurdles started fading away with much better
alternatives. The school commute became easy
with carpooling. The online training facilities for
extracurricular activities like language training,
chess, painting, etc. were very productive and
the shift didn’t seem to affect my children at all.
Besides, all the physical activity arrangements
ORGANO NEWSLETTER

were available inside the community itself like
dance, tennis, music, basketball, swimming, and
so on. My children started having a fun-filled life
inside Organo Naandi.
To my own surprise, I could reduce a lot of
unnecessary shopping which was a reality for me
earlier. The availability of fresh and natural food
in our community farms lessened the wastage of
additional shopping and storing.
The idea of living close to nature was surreal for
me. Personally, the essence of Rurban life got
into my head from the time we started involving
actively in the farming processes. It was a
rejuvenating experience for me and my children.
The time that we otherwise spend in front of the
TV, we were exploring our surroundings and
learning from it. I was truly relieved that I could
take their attention away from gadgets and
surprisingly, they loved it too.
Slowly but steadily, I could sense that I was
falling in love with this serene place and our
life here.
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Building business continuity and resilience
in Organo
Nature forced us to live Life.On.A.Slow.Track

For instance, our IT infrastructure, such as VPN,

and to appreciate simple moments in life.

Cloud solutions, and tools for Teleconferencing

Now is an excellent time to pause and reflect

are significantly improved ,additionally we have

on what we can do better and how we can be

adopted new softwares in our everyday work.

better, both as businesses as well as people
Many of our internal team members are working
During these COVID times, new dynamics

remotely, both productively and without loss of

have emerged internally in all industries with

efficiency. Since the relaxation of lockdown in

physical lockdowns and increase in work-

Telangana, some site team members have re-

from-home operations. As a business, we have

commenced activities effectively on-site as well.

quickly re-organized for working digitally and
ensuring business continuity.
At Organo, here are some steps we have
implemented to maintain our business that
may really help you and your businesses too.
Ensuring safety of our employees and their
families
Our leadership team and HR team have
taken proactive steps and are issuing a
detailed work-from-home advisory for teams
working remotely. Since the GO, permitting
the commencement of operations with 33%

Embracing Digital Transformation

staff, we are advising our team members who

We are using the lockdown period for mentoring

are intending to attend office or site on the

our team members and upskilling them in terms

protocols of safety and safe distancing.

of technology and work. For most of our everyday
work, we are entirely collaborating via online

Enabling Work-from-Home solutions for our

conferences. We are in the process of migration

remote employees

to Office 365 – Microsoft Teams - for meetings, file

We are preparing a framework for change

sharing and chatting.

management & operations preparedness that
•
•

Assesses the criticality and dependencies

Additionally, we are regularly backing up our

of various business activities

data. We are working towards investing more in

Helps mitigate anticipated road blocks.

security solutions and training to protect our data
and our employees (from phishing and scams).
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Periodically reviewing risks & implications
We are in constant communication with our
contractors, construction suppliers, and other
industry peers to understand and rectify any
issues that may arise. We are evaluating any
future opportunities and threats in terms of
material supply, labour availability, and more.
We are also working towards having appropriate
mitigation plans in place, in any need arises.
Monitoring the COVID situation
We are keeping an eye on the problem based on
on reliable information from the websites of The

Establishing a communication and
engagement plan
We are preparing communication scripts and
messages to different stakeholders, including
employees, customers, partners and more, as
, to keep everyone informed, and engaged.
We are currently directed on improving above
six steps and are ensuring business continuity.
As always, we are optimistic that this storm will
pass. During such testing times, empathy is
the need of the hour. Thankfully, we see more
evidence of it every day in our news as well as in
our neighborhoods and country.

Government of India and WHO to be prepared
adequately.

Are Urban Environments impacting our
Health & Well-being?
Covid-19 pandemic has brought to prominence
indications that there are higher infection rates
per capita in urban areas in comparison to less
dense or rural areas. Given that there is a large
body of evidence that urban environments
have a significant impact on our health, it is now
more vital that we relook at Urban environments
and Rural environments from a sustainability
and well-being perspectives in addition to the
economic perspective.
What are our current urban statistics in the
world?
Currently, over 4.2 billion people, i.e, 55% of the
world population live in urban areas. In the next In 2000, there were 371 cities with over 1 million
25 years, this number is expected to reach over people. Now, there are over 550 cities and are
projected to reach 700 cities in the next decade.
6 billion.
By 2030, we will have doubled the number of
cities with over 1 million people.
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Meanwhile, megacities – cities with more than
10 million people are expected to increase from
33 to 43, especially in Asia and Africa. Currently,
Tokyo, New Delhi, and Shanghai (each housing
over 25 million people) are the most populous
cities worldwide .

What drives accelerated urban growth?
Cities are economic activity generators. Studies
show that more than 80 per cent of worldwide
GDP is generated within their boundaries .
In Urban Economics studies (Krugman, 1991),
there is evidence that increased productivity and
consumption activity results when economic
activity is agglomerated. This implies that “Cities
allow for an efficient division of labour, bringing
with them agglomeration and productivity
benefits, new ideas and innovations, and hence
higher incomes and living standards amongst
the city dwellers.”

have seen both this unprecedented growth
in emerging cities as well as its impact on our
environments. Many are concerned over the
effects of urban density on the well-being of
inhabitants. While it is hard to argue against
the many economic benefits that urban
agglomeration brings about, it is equally hard
to be blind to the many challenges it has raised,
including:
1. Rise of non-communicable diseases is being
driven by enormous social and economic
changes, of which urbanization is one
primary dimension
2. Lack of affordable housing for millions of
people, resulting in informal settlements
within the urban periphery
3. Lack of public transport infrastructure
resulting in traffic congestion, and severe air
pollution levels in many cities
4. Cities accounting for about 66% of the
world’s energy consumption while being
responsible for more than 70% of worldwide
greenhouse gas emissions
5. reduction in the number of open spaces such
as parks and green areas, which provide
space for social interaction and other critical
social services. /

Isn’t rapid urban development a good thing?
In many ways, yes. In the developing world,
urbanites today have access to advantages
that are not shared by many rural dwellers.
Employment opportunities and associated
livelihood metrics to meet basic needs are often
higher in urban areas than in rural areas.
However, built environment professionals also
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6. urban sprawl and inefficient land use
contribute to massive loss of biodiversity,
thereby reducing space for our non-human
co-dwellers like birds and animals

health conditions are on all time rise globally,
and imposing a very heavy financial burden.
Many of these conditions are preventable and
strongly influenced by the built environment.”

How has Covid-19 changed the way we see
our cities?
Covid-19 pandemic has brought to prominence
indications that there are higher infection rates
per capita in urban areas in comparison to less
dense or rural areas.

During the last century, the growth of urban
centres was accelerating economic growth
in many cities and countries. This growth, in
turn, offered a series of urban advantages
to the dwellers and triggered massive ruralurban migration. However, the current growth
patterns indicate that the concept of an ‘urban
As we can see from various news articles and advantage’ concerning our health is no longer
Covid-19 statistics, high-density metros appear automatic and needs to be created through
to have higher incidences of Covid-19 when more comprehensive appropriate policies and
compared to less density or rural areas. While infrastructure, both local and at national levels.
the population density might not be the only While this may seem like obvious suggestions,
direct driver in cases of infectious diseases, what can we do about it moving forward?
the proximity of inhabitants leads to higher
incidences of transmission in comparison to Are we ignoring an easy solution…a
low-density semi-urban or rural areas.
low-hanging fruit?
While health must be built into the city at
Until a vaccine is in place and administered to all, urban policy level and town planning level,
social distancing appears to be the only solution several strategies can be employed by the local
in hand. Social distancing is an easy habit to
practice when we have the advantage of lower
density.
Now is an excellent time to revisit rapid
urbanization
While the pandemic is once-in-a-century event,
there have been some other indicators that
show our cities have not become the best living
natural environments for people from a health
and well-being perspective.
“Globally, around 23% of deaths in 2012
were attributed to the physical environment,
including air and noise pollution, housing,
transport and other factors. Further, chronic
ORGANO NEWSLETTER
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residential community developers and builders communities offer better environments and
at a their community or neighbourhood level. habitats as an alternative for urban residents.
When done with empathy and sensitivity, this
As designers and developers, we must choose de-urbanization process has a high potential,
to create a model of development that is centred to inject small localized economic activities
around the people inhabiting an environment, into the fabric of rural settlements & have a
rather than envisioning people to occupy a built positive impact on new residential communities.
environment that is focused on operational,
managerial and high infrastructural efficiency. Rurbanisation - Best of Both Worlds
Rurban Communities, especially Rurban EcoCounter-Urbanisation in a post-COVID World Habitats, are resource-efficient neighbourhoods
Counter-urbanisation is a demographic and that have noticable rural advantages and urban
social process where families move out of conveniences. A Collective farm and an Animal
the city and into semi-urban or rural areas Husbandry are an integral part of the design of
and generally occurs only when urbanization Rurban communities. With high dependence
reaches a high level. We believe that counter- on rainwater harvesting and self-generation of
urbanization is the way of the future, especially energy within the eco-habitat, there is relatively
in currently emerging economies & countries. high self-reliance and self-sufficiency, i.e. such
communities show high resilience against the
With the high spread of mobile phones, high- ebbs and flows of urban change and growth.
speed broadband and transport connectivity,
many urban advantages are being replicated, We believe that Rurban Eco-Habitats, resourceand previous infrastructural roadblocks now efficient neighbourhoods that provide residents
no longer exist in semi-urban & rural areas. With with necessities required for survival within the
significant benefits such as low density, fresh confines of the community, is indeed the way of
air, being closer to food sources, non-urban the future and should be mainstreamed.
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11 Ways to reduce food miles
Food miles essentially refers to the distance
travelled by your food to reach your plate from
the producers. It also refers to the impact it has
on the environment by utilising the fossil fuels
needed for transportation of the produce to
reach your retailer.
It is the need of the hour to be aware of the
environmental degradation and to make mindful
choices to reduce the carbon footprint created
by the transportation of produce.
1. Grow your own food
The ultimate way to reduce food miles to zero is
to grow your own food. Permaculture gardeners
attain maximum yield from their plots to cut
down the need to shop.
2. Recycle your food scraps
The best way to provide nutrients to your food
garden is by avoiding all chemical fertilizers.
You can also reduce the carbon footprint on
your consumables by using your own organic
compost.
3. Productive landscaping
“Pastoralism” is a quest to bring back nature
into contemporary urban living. Productive
gardening is a food revolution - the need of
the hour - for switching to more healthy and
sustainable lifestyle choices. It can be done
on rooftops, balconies, and small plots in
the backyard. By incorporating productive
landscaping into community living, we are not
only reducing the food miles, but also adding
value to ecological remediation.
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5. Farmer’s markets
Local vendors tend to stock up on produce from
the local farmers as they lack the economy to
import goods from remote areas. By shopping
at the farmer’s market, you not only avoid
packaging and processing, refrigeration and
heating (which consumes a lot of energy), but
you also support small local businesses. You
have an opportunity to talk to your vendor and
get to know what goes into the production.
Reduce packaging
Avoid consumption of plastic wrapped, preprocessed, canned or frozen goods. Frozen
goods are essentially perishable goods that are
pre-processed to be imported from areas afar.
They are nutritionally deficient as well as have
high amounts of accumulated carbon footprint.
6. Transportation
It not only involves the fossil fuels consumed
for the transportation of produce over long
distances and energy consumed in preservation
of perishables, but also the energy and fuel spent
in travelling to far off markets to purchase your
daily essentials. Hence, it is essential to switch
12
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to a green mode of purchase by avoiding the distances. If required, you can switch to locally
long distances for the transportation of produce grown livestock.
from the farmers to retailers and retailers to
consumers.
10. Shop local
When buying groceries and daily essentials
7. Buying in bulk
from a supermarket, we shop without having
Buying foodstuffs like grains and flour, which knowledge on where the product originated
have a longer shelf life in large quantities not from. Without the information on how and where
only reduces the food miles but also reduces the the product has been processed, it is difficult to
time and energy spent on frequent shopping. determine the food miles that have gone into
Collaborate with your neighbours in visiting local manufacturing them. Hence, in order to reduce
wholesale stores together, to avoid separate car the carbon footprint on your consumables, buy
journeys.
within your local markets, where the produce
comes in from local farmers thereby keeping the
8. Cook from scratch
food miles to a minimum.
Most of the pre-processed packaged goods
make use of ingredients from different sources 11. Eat seasonally
to ensure preservation. By cooking from scratch, By consuming produce that isn’t grown in
you use ingredients which are sold as single season in your locality, you will be consuming
products without added preservatives.
products imported from remote areas. It not
only increases the food miles, but also affects
9. Eat less meat
the nutritional value of the produce. Hence the
Avoid consumption of processed frozen meat consumption of food sourced locally, when
that is frozen with preservatives to prevent it grown in their season has higher health and
from perishing during transportation over long environmental benefits.
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The Resilience of Eco-Habitats During
Pandemics – Psychological Well Being

Cherry-Garrard, a member of Scott’s 1912
expedition concluded his own account of that
fateful adventure with a mournful recognition of
the importance of ‘polar psychology’, claiming
that on the white continent fundamental
questions of value arose – ‘what is worth what?’

An eco-habitat is a vastly different environment
from the overload of rectangles and sharp
corners that surround us in urban areas.
The sound of rain falling on the trees and washing
the landscape to expose the bright hues while
the smell of wet soil engulfs the community; or
a haphazard outline of a neem tree against the
As we are nearing the lockdown period, I have backdrop of a setting sun; or the sweet sound of
realized that I have suffered a terrible affliction a songbird waking you up from a peaceful sleep
- Nature-Deficit Disorder, which is a phrase – this can put a person into a profound calmness
coined by Richard Louv to indicate problems which could evoke a strong desire to lead life on
arising from restricted access to nature and the a slow track.
lure of electronic devices. It is during times like
these, that eco-habitats can confer benefits to its In the words of Mr. Nagesh Battula, Managing
residents which can help maintain physiological Director at Organo and a resident at Naandi and psychological well-being.
“More than a month passed by sitting at home
in this lockdown period. But we are savoring the
Since eco-habitats are low density communities, delights of this eco-habitat that we co-created.
there are open areas where walking and Every morning we wake up with noises of birds
exercising can be done. Residents also take up chirping, looking at their natural struggles of
farming activities due to the lack of staff during survival. In a low-density community with 2
the lockdown. The community is more engaged families per acre we have enough room for a
in living as self-sufficiently as possible. All these bio-diverse environment. The lockdown did not
activities help residents keep fit. But what about change much for the birds and the trees. As a
keeping fit psychologically?
resident I too feel that not much has changed
other than our work getting affected. In these
ORGANO NEWSLETTER
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last few weeks, the idea of losing business
seemed to not bother me as much. When I see
my wife plucking vegetables from our backyard
and harvesting vegetables in the farm with other
community members (since the farm workers
are in lockdown), it gives me confidence in idea
that we may not need much. It evokes a strong
feeling that we, as humanity, can survive better in
an agrarian society than a consumerist society.
Lockdown is also helping Our community,
Naandi, in coming together and collectively
thinking of how to dirty their hands in farming,
animal husbandry or managing our waste rather
than only focusing on sanitizing our hands. Our
collective incremental wisdom on all the aspects
of eco living is improving day by day and we are
learning to run our lives with minimal supplies
from outside.”

Cocooned in my urban and dense habitat, I am
reminded of a poem by Robert Frost
I have wished a bird would fly away
And not sing by my house all day
Have clapped my hands at him from the door
When it seemed as if I could bear no more
The fault must partly have been in me
The bird was not to blame for its key
And of course, there must be something wrong
in wanting to silence any song
-Robert Frost, A Minor Bird
Building eco-habitats is a small step that we are
taking to pacify the bird and invite it back into
our homes.

Give your kids a better place to play
Children and technology – love it or hate it, smart
devices are in your children’s lives and they’re
here to stay. Offering many great opportunities
for more engaged learning, technology helps a
child’s progression in subjects that traditionally
have had a reputation for struggling to engross
pupils, such as math or physics. However,
technology has other shameful perks.
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Although we hate to admit it, smart devices also
act as a digital babysitter, keeping our children
temporarily occupied and quiet. Parenting is a
tough job – just getting a free hour to prepare
dinner can often feel near impossible. The lure
of just popping a tablet in your child’s hands
is understandably tempting. But is something
that so easily pacifies a child too good to be
true? With 5 to 16-year-olds now spending an
average of 6 hours per day looking at a mobile
phone or screens, worrying patterns are starting
to emerge between children and technology.
The amount of time children are spending on
smart devices isn’t just concerning parents any
more – scientists and governments across the
world are now taking an active interest in the
effects of this behaviour.

•
•

and less exposure to the benefits of spending
time outside
Problems with self-confidence/anxiety issues
Increased susceptibility to brainwashing

At least equally important as setting restrictions
on shiny technology is to make the outdoors as
appealing to your child as possible. Cast your
mind back to childhood and remember the
things that intrigued you and set fire to your
imagination. Make sure your child has all the tools
at their disposal to enjoy the best the outdoors
has to offer. Let them use their creativity to bring
playtime to life.

Studies so far have found that too much time
spent on smart devices, and the Internet they
access, is causing problems in several areas of
children’s development:
• Disturbed sleep patterns and insomnia
• Slower development in social and life skills
• A decrease in physical health, i.e. weight gain

A way of life for the passionate and the
conscious…
Organo Naandi is the manifestation of Organo’s
efforts towards creating a Rurban Eco-habitat
based on triple-bottom line principles. Situated
17km from Hyderabad, Organo Naandi offers
sustainable living space, conscious community
and opportunities to work with nature and
experience a combination of urban refinement
and rural ethnicity.
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Farming at the core
Health is one of the primary concerns of the
modern urban individual. Having recognized the
toxin levels in crop production are hazardous,
we build our communities with natural farming
techniques. With traditional organic Agriculture
at its centre, we have built a community in which
we value ecosystem first, and inhabitants later.
Flora and Fauna are essential in creating a
sustainable cycle
Building an ecosystem required us to have all the
pieces necessary to create a reliable & consistent
replicable cycle. We had to expand our vision
entirely towards learning and understanding
what it takes to create a wholistic sustainable
environment which has natural cycles of growth.

environment of natural growth and sustenance.
We offer you multiple ways to be independently
sustainable by yourself, as well as join in with
the rest of the community on collective efforts.
Merging Urban and Rural experiences
For many, the sight of a rural setting evokes
feelings of blissful harmony. Our endeavour has
always been to capture that, while still offering
the residents a comfortable lifestyle with all
possible amenities & technological benefits
expected from a modern living community.

Sustainable self-serving communities
Generally, Eco-habitats rely on its inhabitants for
their maintenance and sustainability. All of our
community members come together to create

Counter-Urbanisation to Rurbanisation
At Organo, sustainability is based on a simple
principle: Everything we need for our survival
and well-being depends, either directly or
indirectly, on our natural environment. To
pursue sustainability is to create and maintain
the conditions under which humans and nature
can exist in productive harmony to support the
present and future generations.
The driving belief is that the choices we make
as individuals, within our local communities,
and at the state and national levels, impact the
condition of our environment. Organo’s primary
and end endeavor is to protect air, water, land
and ecological systems to safeguard individual
health and foster a sustainable future.
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In order to reduce environmental footprint,
energy footprint and community’s footprint,
Organo has really implemented seven different
aspects of Sustainability called SapthaPatha at
Naandi. These SapthaPathas together maintain
a dynamic balance and harmonize nature’s
grand symphony. Organo seamlessly integrates
these seven strands of sustainable living – Food,
Water, Earth, Energy, Shelter, Air and People

populated urban areas, leading to an excessively
stressful life. We find ourselves in this modern
balancing act between living this way & finding
ways to escape, relax and reconnect with nature.

What needs to be done?
To counter the effects of urbanization, we need
to explore reverse-migration - going back to
the roots from where it all started. We needed
to find new ways of living in balance with the
Why is counter-urbanization important?
ecosystem, with access to healthy natural food
Rapid urbanization has led us to live with the and fresh air to breathe which allows us to grow
polluted environment, with genetically modified sustainably without affecting the environment.
produce and with other downsides of densely

Aziz Nagar

Organo Naandi
Contact: +91 79 9335 5227

Location: 149 & 148#,

Email: mounika.puli@organo.co.in

Aziz Nagar Panchayat,

Website: www.organo.co.in
Facebook: Organoecologicalfarms

Through Yenkapalli village,
Moinabad, Ranga Reddy district,
Hyderabad – 500075.

Instagram: Organo_rurbanliving
Co creating Eco Habitats that celebrate living
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